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Estimation of Generalized Additive Models 
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Rutgers University 
Communicated by the Editors 
Spline estimation of generalized additive models is considered here. Cross- 
validation is used as a criterion of model estimation. Some computationally simpler 
approximations to cross-validation are given. c) 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In a recent paper, Stone [16] proved some general results concerning 
the optimal rates of convergence for generalized additive models. In 
another recent paper, Hastie and Tibshirani [lo] discussed various 
computational methods for such models. For a thorough treatment of 
generalized additive models, see Mccullagh and Nelder [ 141. 
Let (X, Y) E [0, 11” x R be random variables; Y is the response variable 
and X = (X, , . . . . X,) is the vector of covariates. The function of interest here 
is a response function f, i.e., f is a function of the conditional distribution 
of Y given X=x. We seek additive approximation to f, i.e., the functions 
of the form 4(x) = #,, + 4,(x, ) + . . + #p(xp), do is a constant. The motiva- 
tion and the reasons for considering additive approximations are given in 
the above-mentioned papers. Let f* =f$ +fT + ... +f,* be the “closest” 
additive approximation to f (defined in Section 2). Stone considered the 
problem of estimating f* based on the data (i.e., n independent copies of 
(A’, Y)) with B-splines. Under the assumption that for each j= 1, . . . . p, the 
qth derivative f?(q) exists and lf,FC4)(x) -fj*‘“‘(y)I d A4 Ix -yl” for some 
0 < v < 1 and M > 0, Stone showed that one can construct an estimatefn of 
f * such that J (j;, -f*)’ dG = O,(n P2’), where r = (q + v)/(2q + 2v + 1) and 
G is the marginal distribution of X. This tells us that the optimal rate of 
convergence for estimating f* is independent of p. 
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However an important practical aspect of this method remains unsolved 
since the amount of smoothness of S* is never known in practice. If one 
considers the estimation off* by splines, the question remains “how many 
knots”. Stone’s result tells us that the optimal number of knots depend 
directly on the smoothness assumption off*. Since the amount of smooth- 
ness is never known, choosing the number of knots based only on the data 
is an important task. As it will be clear later on, by choosing the number 
of knots we will provide a parametric model forf*. 
Here we use cross-validation as a criterion. However, in some cases, like 
binomial logit, closed forms of the estimates are not available and iterations 
are needed and hence cross-validation can be computationally heavy (see 
[lo]). We give here one- and two-step Newton-Raphson approximations 
to the cross-validation and show that these approximations are as good as 
the cross-validation itself. As will be obvious in Section 3, these approxima- 
tions save a good deal of computing. Some recent papers including Li [ 131 
and Hardle and Marron [9] discuss cross-validation in different contexts. 
The main technical difficulty here is the very frequent uses of Newton- 
Raphson approximation. 
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we introduce 
quasi-exponential families and additive spline approximations. In Section 3, 
we give the cross-validated criterion along with one- and two-step 
approximations to it and the main result. We present some simulation 
results in Section 3b. Some technical lemmas are given in Section 4. In 
Section 5, the proofs of the main remsults are given and in Section 6 the 
proofs of the technical lemmas of Section 4 are given. 
The author is indebted to Professor Charles J. Stone for suggesting 
the problem. The author wishes to thank the referees for their helpful 
comments. 
2. QUASI-EXPONENTIAL FAMILIES AND ADDITIVE SPLINES 
Let (X, Y) be a r.v. on [0, 11” x R . We assume that the distribution of 
Y given X=x has a density with respect to some a-finite measure V. 
Following Stone [16] we say that (X, Y) has a quasi-exponential distribu- 
tion if the expected log-likelihood has the form 
A(a) = E{ yh(4m) + u4m)l 
= s CW-(x))b,(4x)) + U4x))l Wx), (2.1) 
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where G is the marginal distribution of X; b,, b2, and b, are known 
functions; 
m(x) = E( YI X=x) = b,(f(x)), b, = - b;/b; . (2.2) 
The function of interest here is the response function f: Let A be the class 
of additive functions d of the form 
4(x) = 40 + 41(x,) + Mx*) + ... + 4pbph (2.3) 
where &, is a constant and j di(x) dG(x) = 0, i = 1, . . . . p. 
It can be shown that the 4;s are uniquely determined except on a set of 
lebesgue measure zero. Stone proved that under certain conditions (condi- 
tions 1,2, and 3) supremum of A on A is attained at somef* in A. It also 
turns out that thisf* is unique and essentially bounded with respect to the 
lebesgue measure. Let us first state some of the conditions we need. 
CONDITION 1. (a) There is a subinteroal S of R such that V is concen- 
trated on S (i.e., V(F) = 0) and 
b;(u)y+b;(u)<O foralluERandyES. 
(b) It follows from part (a) that 
b;(u)b,(u,)+b;(u)<O foralfu,u,ER. 
CONDITION 2. Marginal distribution G of X has a density g with respect 
to the lebesgue measure and there exists constants 0 -C c1 < c2 such that 
c, <g(x) < c2 for all x. 
CONDITION 3. There exists a positive constant t, such that 
E(e’YIX=x)<co for UN It(<t,andx~[O, 11”. 
We note that for this paper Condition 3 could be weakened to 
sup,E(Y’“IX=X)<co for all u>l. 
CONDITION 4. b, and b, have continuous third derivatives. 
Now let us consider a few examples 
EXAMPLE 1. Normal regression. The model is: Y= m(X) + E, where 
E w Normal(0, a2). Then m is the ordinary regression function and we seek 
additive approximation to m. Here b,(u) = U, b,(u) = - u*/2, and b3(u) = u. 
The response function f here is m and S = R. 
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EXAMPLE 2. Binomial-logit. The model is: Y given X=x is 
Binomial(n,, rc(x)). Here, the response functionf(x) = log{ rc(x)/( 1 - rc(x))}, 
b,(u) = U, b*(u) = -n, log(1 + e’), &(u) = n,e”/(l + eU), and S= [0, n,]. 
EXAMPLE 3. Poisson. The model is: Y given A’= x is Poisson(A(x)). 
Here, the response function f(x) = log A.(x), h,(u) = U, h,(u) = -eU, 
b,(u)=e”, and S= [0, co). 
For other examples like binomial-probit, geometric models, see Stone 
C161. 
Now let us discuss spline approximation to the aditive function f*. Let 
a(x)=a,+a,(x,)+ ... +a,,(~,) be such that a, is a constant and each a, 
is a spline of degree d on [0, l] with ki equispaced knots i = 1, . . . . p; i.e., for 
each i= 1, . . ..p. (i) ai is a polynimial of degree don [(j- l)k;‘,jk;‘] for 
j= 1, . . . . ki; (ii) ai is (d - 1) times continuously differentiable on [0, 11; and 
(iii) j u,(x) dG(x) = 0. 
For k = (k,, . . . . k,), let Sk be the class of functions a( .), as given above, 
satisfying (i), (ii), and (iii). Then Sk is called the class of additive splines. 
For i = 1, . . . . p, let B, ,,,, t = 1, . . . . kj + d, be the normalized B-splines of 
degree d on [0, l] with k, equispaced knots. Then {B, ,,,, t = 1, . . . . ki + d} 
is the basis of the class of all splines of degree d on [0, l] with ki 
equispaced knots. Since Bk,,t’~ are normalized C, B,,,, = 1 on [0, 11. It is 
very easy to see that { Bk,,t, t = 1, . . . . ki + d, i= 1, . . . . p} spans Sk but is 
not a basis of Sk, since 1 can be written as p - 1 independent ways. The 
dimension of S, is A,=k, + ... +k,+p(d- l)+ 1. 
CONDITION 5. f * #a u.e., for any u E S, for any k. 
Let us now find a basis for Sk. We will do it only for the case 
k, = k, = . . = k, = k. It will be clear how to handle the general case. Let 
e,, . . . . ek+d- 1 be (k + d)-dimensional vectors which are orthogonal to each 
other, orthogonal to 1, the vector of l’s, and ejei = 1 for all i. For 2 6 t <p 
and 1 <idk+d- 1, let 
where bklj = s B,Jx,) dx,. 
It is easy to check that j ekri(x,) dx, = 0. For t = 1, tikli(xl) = B,,(x,), 
i = 1, . . . . k + d. It is also easy to see that r,Gkr;s form a basis for S,. Let tjk 
be the vector of all the tik,i)s. Let us note that $k can be written as 
ijk = DkBk, where D, is A, x (kp + dp) matrix and B, is the vector all the 
B-splines of the X-variables. 
68313212-S 
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3. ESTIMATES OFT* AND CROSS-VALIDATED ESTIMATES 
a. Let (X,, Y,), . . . . (X,, Y,) be i.i.d. from the quasi-exponential 
distribution described in (2.1). Let l,(a) be the empirical estimate of A(a); 
i.e.. 
r~(a) =C1 1 { Yjbl(a(Xj)) + b2(u(Xj))}. (3.1) 
Let us recall & = k, + . . + k, + p(d- 1) + 1 is the dimension of Sk 
(defined in the last section). In (3.1) we consider functions a( . ) of the form 
O’tik, (3~ RLk (where tik is defined in (2.4)) and maximize 1, with respect 
to 8. Let the maximum be attained at 0, (since I, is concave because of 
Condition 1) and we will call ik = 8; B, = &t+Gk. It is easy to see that we get 
the usual likelihood equation, 
(3.2) 
where 
Ilo = n ~’ C { Yjbi(U(Xj)) + bi(u(Xj))} Bk(X,). (3.3) 
Let us point out that b; and b; denote the derivatives of b, and b,. 
Otherwise “I” denotes the transpose of vectors or matrices. For a matrix 
A, llAl\ is the matrix norm of A. Let us denote 
W(Y, u)=yb,(u) + b(u), 
w,(Y, u) = y&‘(u) + b;(u), 
wlb, ~1 =yb;(u) + b;(u), 
(3.4) 
A,(a) = j w(W), 4~)) dG,(x) 
A,(a) = j w,(m(x), 4x))Bdx) Wx), 
A,(a) = j w,(m(x), 4x))B,(x)Bk(x) Wx), 
Al,(a) = j w,(m(x), 4x))B,(x) dG,(x), 
A,,(a) = _) w,(m(x), 4x))BAx)B;b) dG,(x), 
(3.5) 
Let L,(k) = A($,) - A(f*), where f* is the closest additive approxima- 
tion to the response function f (Section 2). We would like to choose s^k so 
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that L,(k) is maximized over a broad class of possible candidates. The class 
of possible candidates could be: 
0) &: ki<K,=n’-“, i= 1 3 . ..? P (3.6a) 
or 
((ii) i,:k, = . . . =k,,=k<K,=n’-” (3.6b) 
for some small CI > 0 (A, -=c n in both cases). The first class of candidates has 
more flexibility than the second, whereas the latter is computationally more 
advantageous. For notational convenience, we will present the methods 
and the results for the second class of candidates. However, we would like 
to emphasize that each and everything in this paper is valid for the first 
class of alternatives with the same conditions and the same proofs. 
Let L,(E) = sup{&(k): k < K,}, then s^r is the best estimate off*. Unfor- 
tunately, it depends, among other things, on the smoothness off * and 
hence E is unknown. One way out is to estimate L,(k) by the method of 
cross-validation (see Duin [S], Habbema, Hermans, and Van den Broek 
[8], Stone [17]). Let ikj be the estimate off* (as in (3.2)) with all the 
(n - 1) observations except (X,, Yi) and then an estimate of L,(k) is 
i,(k)=n-’ C { Yjbl(s^,(xj))+ 62(Jl/Jxj))} -AU*). (3.7) 
Let i,(k) = max{t,(k): k < K,}; then we declare s^k as our estimate of 
f*. The fact that s^l is a good choice is proved by the result 
L(wn(~) +P 1 (Theorem 3.4). 
As we have mentioned earlier, calculation of L,(k) can be computa- 
tionally very heavy. So we will give the following approximations to i,(k) 
and these approximations are as good as &(k) itself (Theorem 3.2). 
Lemma 4.8(a) tells us that one-step Newton-Raphson approximation to 
iki(x) is given by 
ik(Xj) + n ~’ { Y,b;(S,(X,)) + b;(s^dXj))} uj, (3.8) 
where vi = Bb(X,) o,,(S^k)Bk(Xj), o,,(a) = D;(D,f,,(a)Dh)-‘D,. Substituting 
this in (3.7) and denoting Ekj= q- b3(ik(Xj)), we get the one-step 
approximation to L,,(k), 
i?‘(k) = f,(.fk) + np2 c { Y,b;(i,(X,)) + b;(S,(Xj))}2uj- A(f*) (3.9a) 
= fn(ik) + np2 1 E^~jb;2(s^k(Xj))vj- A(f*) 
(since b,(u)&(u) + b;(u) z 0 for all n by definition). 
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A two-step Newton-Raphson method (along the line of Lemma 4.8(b)) 
will give us the following two-step approximation i:*‘(k) to L,(k): 
In(ik) + n -* 1 E^;jb;2(S^k(Xi))uj[1 + (3/2)n-‘t+] - /l(f*). (3.10) 
A brief discussion on the relationship between our estimators of L,, iy’, 
and ik*’ and the estimator proposed by O’Sullivan, Yandall, and Raynor 
[lS] is given at the end of this section. 
Now let us present the main results of this paper. Let U(a) = 
D;(Dk/i2(u)Db)-‘Dk and V,(a) = Dh(D,/l,,(a)D;)-‘D,. Let us note that 
Condition 1 guarantees the existence of U, U,, and 0,. If functions of the 
form O’tik, 8 E RAk, are used to maximize n and A, (see (3.3)), then let the 
maxima be attained at fJIk and 8,, respectively. Let sk = O;tik = p; Bk and 
F,=&$,=fl;Bk. Let 
V,(k) = G’n)-’ j Q~(+JOW), Sk(x))Bb(x) U,&) 
x B&) dG,(x) + Ns,) - W*), 
where a’(x) = Var( Y I X= x). 
We get the following important lemma, 
(3.11) 
LEMMA 3.1. supkGK, I(L(k) - ~n(k)Wn(k)l -bp 0. 
The next result tells us that the approximations (3.9) and (3.10) to t, are 
as good as i,, itself. 
THEOREM 3.2. (a) supkG, 1(&(k) - ty)(k))/V,(k)l -+P 0, 
(b) sup, < K. INLvd - Pww,(k)l -+p 0. 
The next lemma along with Lemma 3.1 will give us the main results of 
this paper. 
LEMMA 3.3. supkGKn IC{~,~~~-~,~~~}-{~,~~~-~,(R~}l/~,(k)l~PO. 
Lemmas 3.1 and 3.3 tell us that for any E > 0, the following inequalities 
hold with probability approaching one: 
L,(L) - i,(K) < L,(k) - L,(E) - EL,(k). 
Since i,(f)- L,(x) 2 0, we obtain L,(E) < (1 - tz)L,(k). Since E >O is 
arbitrary we obtain 
THEOREM 3.4. L,(&)/L,(E)I +p 1. 
Let, ii”(ff(‘)) = max{tL’)(k): k< K,} and i!,*)(~$(~)) = max{tf)(k): 
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k < K,}. Then Lemmas 3.1, 3.3 and Theorem 3.2 give us the following 
result. 
THEOREM 3.5. (a) L,(,@‘))/L,(l) -+’ 1, 
(b) L,(~“‘)/L,(jt) -+’ 1. 
The following results will not be proved, but a reading of this paper will 
reveal that arguments very similar to the ones used in this paper are 
enough to prove them. Let E,(k) = E(L,(k) 1 X,) and E,(k) = EL,(k), 
where X, = (X,, . . . . X,). Let 
r,z(k) = GW’ j a*(x)w:(W), ~k(x))B;(x)U(sk)Bk(x) dG(x) 
+ &‘-’ j w:(m(xh ~k(x))Bb(x)U(~k)Bk(x) dG(x) 
- (2W4(&) V+fM,(%) + 4%) - af*). 
LEMMA 3.6. sup,, Kn I(Vn(k)- ~n’,(Wl~n(Wl -+‘a 
LEMMA 3.7. (a) supkGK, I(&#)- ~,(k)W,W)l -+' 0, 
(b) sup,.,n I(f’,(k)- ~,#))/~,#)I -+‘Q 
The next results tell us that results analogous to Theorem 3.4 hold for 
E,(k) and EJk). 
THEOREM 3.8. (a) E,,(&)/max,. K, E,(k) +’ 1, E,(&l’)/max,C K, E,(k) 
-+’ 1, E,(~@))/max,., E,(k) +’ 1, 
@I &(ff)/maxk.Kn E,,(k) --+’ 1, E,(f”))lmax,.,“E,(k) 3’ 1, 
E,(&@))/max,., En(k) +’ 1. 
Remarks. 1. In practice, it is desirable to place the knots at the sample 
quantiles. All the results of this paper would remain valid in that case. 
Also, it may be sometimes desirable to have some linear constraints on the 
splines near the endpoints (see Koo and Stone [12]) and place some 
smoothness constraints (see O’Sullivan et al. [15]). Recently, Von 
Golitschek and Schumaker [6] have shown that the use of a penalized 
least squares method leads to an improvement over ordinary least squares. 
2. O’Sullivan, Yandell, and Raynor [ 151 have discussed the 
estimation of the generalized additive model using the generalized cross- 
validation (gcv) method. Their method is a generalization of the work by 
Golub, Heath, and Wahba [7]. Their method is a little different from ours 
as will be obvious in the discussion here. Let us examine this when the 
683,32:2-b 
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response function f is an additive function, i.e., f=f*. Let E( YI X= x) = 
b&-*(x)) and o(f*(x)) = Var( YI X=x). It can be shown that 
E[Ii Y-b,(S,(X)))‘v~‘(f*(X))Idatal 
= 1 +EC{b,(s^,(X))-b,(f*(X))}*u-‘(f*(X))Idatal 
= 1 + E[ {&(X) -f*(x))’ 
x b;*(f*(X))o- ‘(f*(X)) 1 data] ‘v 1 -L,(k). 
(Here data refers to (Xi, Y,), i = 1, . . . . n). Since f * is unknown, O’Sullivan 
et al. estimate the quantity E[ (Y- b3(.?,JX))}*uP’(S^JX))Idata] using 
the gcv method and that is certainly quite reasonable. However, 
E[{ Y-b@,(X)))2 u-’ (s^JX)) ) data] 2: E[u(f*(X)) up ‘(s^JX)) I data] - 
L,(k). Since Lt’ and i!,!’ estimate L,, this shows that our method could 
be different from the gcv method. 
b. A Simulation Study. The model we consider here is a logistic 
model with log{ x(x)/( 1 - n(x))} = sin(2nx), where n(x) = P( Y = 11 X=x). 
Here, we take X- Uniform[O, 11. Obviously, f*(x) = sin(2nx) here. We fit 
splines of degree 1 (i.e., piecewise linear functions) with the knots at the 
sample quantiles. Let the maxima of L,(k), Ly’, and ip’ be attained at k, 
,@‘I, and fi’*‘, respectively. In the table below, we calculated the mean, s.d., 
and the median of r, = L,(I?)/L,(k”‘) and r2 = L,(~)/L,(k’2’) for sample 
sizes n = 50 and n = 100. All the estimates are based on 200 repeats. 
n Mean s.d. Median 
50 r, 0.94 0.08 0.96 
r2 0.95 0.07 0.98 
100 r, 0.97 0.03 0.98 
r2 0.97 0.03 0.98 
This study suggests that i, (‘) does the job of picking the model very well. 
iL*’ might be slightly better than L, , (‘) but the difference seems to be 
negligible. 
4. TECHNICAL RESULTS 
We begin this section with two important lemmas which will be used in 
proving subsequent lemmas. The first one is an extension of the inequality 
by Hoeffding [ 111 and the second one contains the moment inequalities by 
Whittle [ 181. For two classes of random variables {tn.,} and {pLn+} 
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indexed by U, by ?j,,, = O,(&,) we mean supu 1~,,/~,,,/ = O,( 1). Similarly, 
t,,, = oP(pc,,) is defined. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let {.Zzni:j= 1, . . . . n} be an array of independent random 
variables with zero means, where CI varies over an index set D,, the car- 
dinality of which is less than n’ for some t > 0. We will assume that the 
moment generating functions of Zxnj’s are untformly bounded by a constant 
in an interval about zero. 
Let San=n-‘C;=L Zorn,, &=Var(Z,,i), and v&=n-‘Cr=, azni. Let 
6, = (log n) ‘12+‘/& for some 6 > 0. Then sup, lv;mlS,,,I =o,Jh,,), if the 
following hold 
6) supm 6,v,’ = O(l), 
(ii) SU~,,~(~,V~;‘)~~~,~=O(~), and 
(iii) SUP,~(~,V,‘) r,,+rr$ = o(l), where rlnj = suplr, C 1 IEZznj 
evC&v~‘Z,n,~I. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let Z,, j= 1, . . . . n, be independent random variables with 
zero means and EZY < co. Let yj(u) = {E lZ,l”) ‘I”. Then there exist con- 
stants cl(s) > 0 and CJS) > 0 such that 
(a) E(C bjZj)2S< c,(s)(C b,2$(2s))” and 
(b) E(C aUZ,Zj- EC aijZiZj)“’ < cJs)(C a~y~(2s)y~(2s))“, 
for any sequences of numbers {b,: j= 1, . . . . n} and {aii: i, j= 1, . . . . n}. 
The following Lemma tells us about /Ik, fik, and flk defined in Section 3. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let II/Ik)I co denote the maximum of the absolute values of the 
elements of Pk. IIBJI, and II~k/Im are also similarly defined. Then, 
(a) SUP, lIPkIln < ~0, 
(b) supk llBkll a, and sup, l//&II oo are bounded in probability. 
The following lemmas tell us about the behaviour of 12,,, Azn, and A,. 
Let Snk = max(b,, (1, log n)&/&) and S <a/(6( 1 - CI)). 
LEMMA 4.4. (a) I[{ BkB; dGl[ = O(n; ‘), 
lb) IIS &B;(G, - WI = o,(&“*M 
(~1 IIS B,A dG,Il = o,K’). 
(d) There exists constant 0 < c1 c c2 such that all the eigenvalues of 
J t,kk$b dG lie between cIA;’ and c2A;‘. 
(e) All the eigenvalues of j I,!I~I+!I; dG, lie between c,k’ and cqk-‘, 
for some O<c,<cq, with probability approaching one. 
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LEMMA 4.5. Let A,, be the class of all functions h on [0, 11” such that 
Ilhll = Cj h 1 ’ ‘I’< E,,A;~~~,,~ and llhllm <E,,A~~‘B,,~ for some &,--rPO. Then we 
obtain: 
(a) sup{ IlA,,(s, + h) - A,@, + h)ll: h c A,} = o,(~~“~&,J, 
(b) sup{ IV&~ + h) - ~,,(s,c + h)ll: h E A,} = op(h?‘2bc)~ 
(c) all the threequantitiessup{)IA2(sk+h)l(: hEA,},sup{l/A,,(s,+h)l(: 
h E A,}, and sup{ (j12Jsk + h)((: h E A,] are 0,(1;‘). 
(d) sup{ IWAS, + h) - ~&)ll: h E A,} = o,(G”~L). 
LEMMA 4.6. Let U(a), U,,(a), and U,Ja) be as in Section 3 and let A, be 
the same as in Lemma 4.5: 
(a) All the following three quantities, sup{ 11 U(s, + h) - U(s,)/l: 
hEA,), sup{lIU,(s,+h)-U,(s,)ll:h~A,}, andsup{Il~,(~~+~) -ii,(sk)ll: 
h E A,} are 0,(3L:‘~6,,~). 
(b) Both sup{ I( U,(s, + h) - U(s, + h)(l: h E A,} and sup{ I( ~Js, + h) 
- U,(s, + h)\l: h E A,) are o,(AZ’~~,~). 
(c) All the eigenualues of U(s,+ h), U,(s,+ h), and U,(s,+ h), 
h E A,, are between cslk and cg& (for some 0 > c5 > ce,) with probability 
approaching one. 
The following two lemmas tell us about the behaviour of Pk, Bk, fik, and 
the cross-validated estimates flkj’s of fik. 
LEMMA 4.7. (a) Illl,&)ll and lI~In(~k)ll are o,(~,). 
(b) 0) Dk - Bk = - un(sk)Al,(s,) +rdk), 
(ii) /?, - pk = - U,,(s,)l,,(F,) + r,,(k), where both Ilrl,(k)ll and 
Ilr2,(~)ll are 0~(%?~~3 
Cc) Both IID,-Bkll and llbk- bkll are opbbSn). 
(d) Both llBk -PAla and llbk -BAlm are o~(~‘~&J. 
LEMMA 4.8. (a) flkj = ,!?, + n-‘U,(s,) B,(X,) w,( Y,, &(Xj)) + rJk), 
where IIr3Jk)ll = o,(l:nP2(log n)‘+*‘). 
(b) A two-step approximation is given by jkj = 6, + n-‘Uln(sk) Bk(Xj) 
“‘ICY,, s^,(x,)) + np2~,,&) Bk(Xj) Bk(Xj) on(&) Bk(Xj)wf(Yj, s^k(xj)) + 
r4,,(k), where lIr4,(k)ll = o,(A:nP3(log n)3/2+36). 
We conclude this section with two important technical lemmas. 
LEMMA 4.9. (a) inf,.,” InV,(k)J +‘co, 
(b) Ck<rc, (nVn(k))-2 -,’ 0, where I/,(k) is defined in (3.11). 
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The first part of the following lemma is due to Stone [ 161. 
LEMMA 4.10. There exists a constant c7 > 0, c8 > 0 such that 
(a) -c7 llsk-f*II~~/i(sk)-n(f*)~ -cs lbk-f*lIi 
(b) -c7 ilS,-s,lJ~~~(sk)-~(s~)~ -cs Il.%-&II;, 
where for any function h on [IO, l]J’, jlhlj2, = j h2 dG. 
5. PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULTS 
Proof of Lemma 3.1. Let us note that V,(k) can be written as 
PC’ j ~*(~)~;~(~~(x))~n(sk, xl dG,(x) + 4%) -4,) + 4~) - W*), 
where H,(S,, x) = B;(x) U,(S,)B,(x). Because of Lemmas 4.6(c) and 4.10, 
we conclude that with probability approaching one, 
KU+ -c9Cb-‘+ Ilk&+ ll~k-f*l12G1 for some cg > 0. (5.1) 
Throughout, we will use the facts that Ay2~z, = oJV,(k)), ;%:c?:,= 
oP( V,(k)), and 6, ,< dnk (see Section 3). Now, 
n(~,)-/1(S,)=(P1,-Pk)‘/11(.Tk) 
+ 2-‘@, - Bk)‘~2(Gl(flk - P,) + r&h 
Ir&)l = (b-P)‘l: (1 -t){~dt~,+ (1 -t)~~)-~&,)) dttb-l,[ 
=s II/J - Bkll 2 Ij 1; (1-t)(A2(t~k+(1-t)Sk)-AZ(Sk)}dt . 
II 
= o,(1,26~)Op(pdnk) (by Lemmas 4.5(d) and 4.7(c)) 
= 0,(1;‘*6;J = op( V,(k)). (5.2) 
So, L,(k)- V,(k) can be written as 
mAk)‘~l(~k)~+2-1 (Bk-Bk)‘/l*(~~ik)(Plk-~~Tk) 
i 
-n-l 
s ~*(44(s,(x)M,(~,, x) dG,(x) I 
+ n-’ 
i J 
~*(x)&(G))CJ,(%, xl-HAS,, x)] dG,(x) 
= S,(k) + 2-‘&W + S,(k) + opK(k)), say, 
where J,(S,, x) = B;(x) U,(.?,)-~,(F~) U,(.?,)B,(n). 
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We will show that S,(k) = op( V,(k)) for i = 1, 2, 3 (i.e., 
s”Pk<K iSi(k)/Vn(k)i + ’ 0 for i = 1,2,3). By Lemma 4.7(b) we obtain 
S,(k) = -z;,(sk) u,(sk)n,,(sk) + r;n(k)Al(Sk) = -S,,(k) + S,2(k)~ say. 
Because of Lemma 4.3, 
sup Iw,(m(x)~ sk(x)) - w,(m(x)~ sk(x))I = o,(l) sup b,(x) - sk(x)i. 
x x 
Since nI(Sk)=O, for any UER”“, /lull = 1, Iu’A,(,Fk)12=0,(1) lljBkBhdGII 
lljk - skl( i. SO Using Lemma 4.4(a), We obtain 
iln,(sk)il =“p(&1’2) llSk-SkilG. (5.3) 
Consequently, by (5.1), 
1s,2(k)1 6 o,(n.?2s:,)o,(n,“2) II~k-SkliG = op(Vn(k)). 
Since /i l,(,?,) = 0, 
(5.4) 
zln(Sk) = ~ln@k) - Aln(ik). 
So, we conclude 
where Ed= Y,-m(Xj) (where m(x)=E(Y(X=x)) and 
5j=b;(Sk(Xj))Bj(Xj)Un(Sk)‘I(Sk)’ 
By Theorem 4.2(a), (5.3), Lemmas 4.4(c) and 4.6(c) we obtain 
E{(nS,,(k)41X,}=0(1)(C5f)2. Now, 
1 ‘tf = o,(n)n;(sk) u,(sk) {j BkB:, dc,) un(sk)Al(sk) 
so, 
PC SUP IS,,(kWn(k)l >E IX”1 
k C Kn 
b&c4 ,FK E{(nS,,(k))41Xn)l(nV,(k))4 
=ocl)‘c (z: e:)2/ (nvn/,(k))4= O,(l) 1 (nVn(k))-2. 
k < K. 
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Because of Lemma 4.9(b), the right-hand side of the last line converges to 
zero in probability and hence S,,(k) = oP( V,(k)). This together with (5.4) 
proves that S,(k) = op( V,,(k)). 
Using Lemma 4.7(b), 
I(Bk - Bk)‘Lwk)($k -8,) - fl,(~k) v,(s,)n,(sk)U,(s,)l,,(s,)l 
d 2 IV,,Wl II U,(s,)ll II~AW&)ll + Iht(k)~~(~Jr&)I 
6 2 Il~~,z(~~)ll II u,&)ll Il~z(sk)ll Ib&)ll + lI~~,(k)l12 IIMSk)ll. 
Using Lemmas 4.5(c) and 4.6(c), the last line above is 
~,(~,)o,(~k)o,(~,‘)o,(~~‘2~~)+ ~,W~)O,K’) 
= 0,($‘*6;) + o,(~;i?~) = op( V’Jk)). 
This tells us S,(k) can be written as (by noting that A ,,(s,) = 0) 
l;nGk) U”(s,)~,(Sk) U”(s,),,,(Sk) 
.-,-I s a*(x)b;*(sk(x))J,(sk, x) dG,(x  + ~pKW) 
= n 
i 
-’ 1 EitjU(Xi, X,)-np2 1 a2(Xj)u(Xjy Xj) + Op( V,(k)) 
= S,(k) + opt V,(k)), 
say, where 
Using Theorem 4.2 we obtain 
2 
E{ (r&,(k))” I X,} = O(n-“) 
( 
C u2(Xi, Xi) 
> 
2 
~2) dG,(x,) dG,(x,) . 
> 
Since s”pk,x Ibi(ik? x))l = Optl), 
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Since SUP~,~ I(B,(x)1(* < co, using Lemmas 4.4(c), 4.5(c), and 4.6(c), the 
last line is 0,(1)0(l) O,(n~)O,(1,‘)0,(1;‘)= O,(&). This shows that 
E((nS,(k))4 1 X,} = O,( 1)1:. This proves that S,(k) = op( V,,(k)) and conse- 
quently S,(k) = op( V,(k)). 
Now it remains to be shown that S,(k)= op( I’,,(k)). Let us note that 
u,(.Fk)n2,(,F,) U,(Fk) = U,(S,) and hence by Lemmas 4.5(a) and 4.6(c), 
II un(s,)~,(fk) U,(G) - Ur&)lI 6 II v&)l12 lM,,&) - n2(s,)l12 
= o,(n:)o,(n;“*s,,) = 0,(1yb,,). 
so 
IJn(fh x) - ffn(L XII Q II&(x)l12 II U,(~,)~,(~,) u,hJ - U,(s,)ll 
= op(q26&). 
Hence IS,(k)1 = 0,(l)n~‘o,(;1~‘26,,) = 0,,(1)0,(1:‘~6~,) = op( V,(k)). And 
this completes the proof of Lemma 3.1. 1 
Proof of Lemma 3.2. (a) By Lemma 4,8(a), s^,Jx) = ik(x) + 
n- ‘B;(x) O,(~,)B,(X,)w,( Y,, ik(Xj)) + Bb(x)r,,(k). Since sup, Is^k(x)l = 
O,(l) by Lemma4.3(b), we obtain max,Gi6n Iw,(Yj,s^,(Xj))l <O,(l) 
maxl,jsn Iyjl +0,(1)=O,((log~) “* + ‘), by Condition 3 in Section 2. 
Since Ir3,(k)l = op(l:np2(log H)‘+~~), and II ir,(i,)ll = O,(&), we obtain 
maxlGjGnsupx (S^kj(~)-S^L(~)I =0,(~,n~‘(logn)1’2+6). 
Using the Taylor expansion and the fact that n - ’ C I Y,l = O,(l), 
Ii,(k)-if’(k)l= J’(l-t)nK’~W,(Yj,fi,,(x,)+(l-l)J,(X,)) 
0 
x (ikj(Xj) - &(Xj))* df 
d Op(l)n-’ 1 I y,I + O,(l) SUP SUP 19/fj(X)-ik(X)12 
i I j x 
= O,(l:n~2(log ,)I+=) = op( V,(k)). 
(b) Proof of this part is almost the same as that of part (a). 
In order to prove Lemma 3.3 we will need the following lemma, proof of 
which is given in Burman [2]. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let 4 be a function bounded in absolute value by a constant, 
sav 1. Then . 2s 
<c,n-“:, {nJqS*dG}’ 
where cg depends only on s. 
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Proof of Lemma 3.3. Let us note that because of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 it 
is enough to prove sup, G Kn I c {p(k) - pm - &(W - L@Hllu~)l 
--tp 0. Let H,(a, x) be a s in the beginning of the proof of Lemma 3.1. Let 
us also define 
Wa, x) = K(x) u(a)&(x) and &(a, x) = B;(x) B,(a)B,(x). (5.5) 
Let us note that L;‘(k) - L,(k) can be written as 
(L - ~“Wk) - (4 - 4J(s,) 
+ n ~ ’ s a2(x)b;‘(s,(x))fZ,(ik, x) dG,(x) 1 
+ w”-~“)(s,)-(k4)(f*)) 
+ {(/i,-n)(S^k)-(/1,-/i)(Sk)} 
+ (/in-/1)(Sk)-(n.-n)(s,) 
i 
+ n-l s w:(W), dx))ff,,(.~, x) dG,(x) I 
+ C2 J( wy(yjY ik(Xj))Hn(S^k, xj) 
i 
.-n-2 s 02(x)6;‘(~k(x))H,(S, xl dG (x) 
.-,-I i wf(mb), ~&))ff,&~ x) dG,(x) 1 + { (4 - 4)f *)>. 
= T,(k) + T,(k) + T,(k) + T,(k) + j”,(k) + i’-,(k), say. (5.6) 
Let us first note that T,(k) does not depend on k and hence the difference 
{L$“(k) - L,(k)) - {t:‘(E)- L,,(E)) does not contain T,(k). We will 
show that Ti(k) = op( V,,(k)), i = 1, . . . . 5. Let 
v,+(k)= --c,C&n-‘+ lb,-f*II;l, (5.7) 
where I+, is the same as in (5.2). Since sk #f * a.e. for any k, an argument 
similar to one given for Lemma 4.9 will show that 
iyf InV,+(k)l + 00 and ,FK (nV,+(k))-‘+O as n-r co. (5.8) 
. n 
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Now, 
u, - ~.W,) - (4 -M&c) = (Bk - Bk)‘~h(G) + r6”(k)T (5.9) 
where r6Jk) = op( V,(k)) by Lemmas 4.5(b) and 4.7(b) (as in (5.2)). 
Because of Lemma 4.7(b), (p^, - Bk)‘fln(.Fk) + I,,(S,) U,(S,)f,,(3;,) can be 
bounded above in absolute value by I&(k)Zln(Sk)l < Ilrz,(k)ll IjI1,(Sk)lj = 
0,(1~‘*6~)0,(6,) = o,,(A~“S~) = op(V,,(k)). So (5.9) tells us that 
T’(k) = -l;n(Sk) U,(~k)~In(~,) 
Now T,(k) can be written as, ~‘1 ci~juo-n~2~ ~‘(X,)U,~, where 
uii=b;(Sk(Xi))b;(s,(Xj))B;(Xi) un(s/c)Bk(xj). 
Because of Theorem 4.2(b), E{(nT,(k))4jX,) = O(l)np4(C uf)’ = 
0( l)(n-* 1~5)‘. Now, np2 C u; = O,Wij II&II2 dG,z) II~,&N12 1I.f &A 
dG,/I = O,(l)O(l)O,(A~)O,(A~‘) = oJA,). Hence, T,(k) = oJV,(k)) 
and consequently T,(k) = op( V,(k)). Now, 
T2(k)=nm’ C~jCbl(Sk(Xj))-bl(f*(Xj))l. (5.10) 
Using Theorem 4.2(a) we obtain 
( 
2 
Ef(nT*(k))41Xn)=0(1) C Cbl(s,(xj))-bl(f*(Xj))12 
= O(l)n* 
(s 
2 (b,bMx)) - h(f*(x))2 dGn(x) 
> 
= 0,(n2) llik -f* II ;, 
=o,(~2Kll~k-~kll~n+ ll~k-f*lli,l*~ (5.11) 
where for any g on [0, 11 p, II g/l i, = l g* dG,. Now, 
I IlSk - Sk II :, - II&t - Sk II : I 
j- &W(G,-G) 
= o~(R:G;)o,(E,;“~S,J = q,(;li3/*6;1) = op( V,(k)). (5.12) 
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By Lemma 5.1, E[I/s, -f*II& - 11% -f*ll’,l” = 4w-311% -.f*lli+ 
n-* lls,-s*Il~l. so, 
Il~k-f*Il;,- llsk-f*112,=o,(v,‘(k))=o,(v,(k)). (5.13) 
Combining (5.10) through (5.13) we obtain 
E{(nT2(k))41X,) = o,(l)Cn2 IlS,-skl14G +n* Ibk-f*llL+ ~,(n*f?#))l. 
Because of (5.1), this tells us T,(k)=o,( V,(k)). Now, T,(k)= 
t/4 - BkW In - A 1 )(jk) + rdk). 
As in (5.2), we can show that r,“(k) = oP( V,(k)) (by Lemmas 4.5(a) and 
4.7(b)). Since AI,, = 0, T,(k) = - (p^, - pk)‘n,(Fk) + oP( V,(k)). The first 
term of T,(k) is the same as S,(k) in the proof of Lemma 3.1 and we 
proved that S,(k) = oP( V,,(k)) and so T,(k) = oP( V,(k)). Now, 
(4 -n)(G) - v, -n)(G) = (A - Bk)‘(Ah -oh) + r&7(k), 
where rdk) = opt V,(k)) b ecause of Lemmas 4.5(a) and 4.7(b). 
Using Lemma 4.7(b), (bk - flk)‘/lIn(sk) + /lin(.sk) U(s,)/i,,(s,) can be 
bounded above in absolute value by 
Ilr&)ll II~,,(~,)ll = ~,(~:“~~b,GL) = @i’*~;1) = opt V,(k)). 
This tells us that T,(k) can be written as 
-~Ll(S!f) Wk)~&k) 
+ n-’ s wf(mb-), &))WI,, x) Wx) + OJV,(k)) 
= -W4+qWnW, say; 
T4(k) can be written as 
5 YL(XI, XMG, - G)(x,W(G, - GNx2) --n-l j Y&G x) Wx), 
where 
Y&l, x2)= W,(Wl), &,))w1(4x*), &(X2)) B;(x,)U(s,)&(x,). 
By an easy extension of Lemma 3.4 in Burman [2] we obtain 
E[nT4(k)14 d C[n-*&2(X, X) + np’Eyz(X,, X2) 
+ b%GL X*H”+ {&k(J-IY X*)I”l (5.14) 
Let us note that, since sup, A;’ Iyk(x, x)1 = O(l), E&X, X) = 0(,Ii). 
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A fairly straightforward argument will show that Eyi(X,, X,) = O(,I:), 
Ey:(X,, X2) = (I(&), and ]Ey,(X,, X,)1 = O( 1). So (5.14) tells us 
E[n~~(k)]4=O(l)[n-~2il:+n-‘~:+1:]+0(1). (5.15) 
This proves that T4(k) = op( V,(k)). 
Now it remains to prove that T,(k)=o,( I/,(k)). Let us recall that 
because of Lemmas 4.6 and 4.7, 
SUP I&(x) - ~,(x)l = q&Y2&d, 
sip I%(x) - Sk(X)1 = op(q2U, 
(5.16) 
II m&) - U,(S!f)ll = op(e2Lh 
II ~,Lb) - ~,(hJl = 0 (~~“4d. 
(5.17) 
P 
From (5.17) we obtain 
sup Ifi,&, x) - ff?&, x)1 = op(1;‘26,k), 
x (5.18) 
sup IH,(~k, x) - ffn(Sb XII = ~,(1~‘*L). 
Noting that Iw,(Y, s^k(x))- w,(y, Sk(x))1 = 0,(1~‘~S,,)[]~l + 11 and by 
(5.16) and (5.18), 
G np2 1 {  Wf( Yj, s^k(xj)) -  w : (  Yj, f,JXj))} Hn(Sk, Xj) 
+ np2 1 w f (  yj, sk(xj)){ An(j,, xj)- Hn(ik, Xj)} 
= op(12~‘26,,n-‘) + op(A:‘2h,kn-‘) = op( V,(k)) (5.19) 
(since SUP, IH,(S,, x)1 = O,(k), n-’ E I Y,] = O,(l), and n-l C W: 
cy,, s,(X,))= O,(1).) 
From (5.19) we obtain 
T5tk) =np2 C WfCY,, Sk(X,))Hn(Sk, Xj) 
+ n-I 
s 
~*(x)b;~(S,(x))H,,(f~, x) dG,(x) 
-n-I 5 w:(+), ~dx)Mh, x) Wx) + o~(V,(~)). 
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Since Wl( Yj, jk(Xj))=Ejb;(ik(Xj)) + W,(m(Xj), .7,(X,)), 
T,(k)= 
i 
np2 1 [ET - o’(Xi)]b;‘(S,(X,))H,(S,, Xj) 
+2 n-* CEj6;(s,(Xj))w,(m(Xj), S!f(Xj))Hn(S/c3 xj) 
i 
+ n-l [w@(x), f&U)H,&, X) 
i j 
- w:bM sS~))WA, WI dG,(x) 
i 
+ n-l w:(m(x), sdX))fQI,, X)d(G, -G)(x) 
i j I 
= T,,(k) + 2T,,(k) + Tdk) + Tdk), say. 
By Whittle’s theorem (Theorem 4.2(a)), it can be proved that TS1 and TS2 
are op( V,(k)). Now, 
I T,,(k)1 <n-l s IN: (m(x), G(x)) - w:(W), +&))H,(L x)l dG,(x) 
+ n -’ ! w:(m(x), s,c(x)) lH,(f,> xl - Ws,, xl dG,(x) 
=!I -10,(i~‘26,k)Op(lzk) + n-10,(i~‘2d,k) = op( V,(k)). (5.20) 
Finally, since Var(nT,,(k)) = O(l:n-‘), using Lemma 5.1, we obtain 
nT,,(k) = 0,(6,)1~‘~, hence 
T,,(k) = op( 1 )n ~ ‘&A;‘2 = op( V,(k)). 
This concludes the proof of Lemma 3.3. 
(5.21) 
6. PROOF OF THE RESULTS IN SECTION 4 
Proof of Lemma 4.1. We will only give a sketch of the proof. Let us 
note that for any t>O, 
P[o,‘S,, > S,] = P[exp(tv;‘S,,) > exp(t6,)] 
< exp( - ts,) fi E exp{tn-‘u;‘Z,,}. 
j= 1 
(6.1) 
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Now if we take t = n6, and expand E(exp{ tn -‘u;’ Z,,} ) in a Taylor series 
up to the term involving t3, a simple calculation will show that the sum of 
the terms in (6.1) over a E D, converges to zero. 
Similarly, one can show that C,, “, P[u;’ S,, < -S,] + 0 and hence the 
proof. 
Before we prove the rest of the results, the following lemma (Lemma 4.8 
from Burman and Chen [3]) will be needed. For 1< t, I and t positive 
integers, let Z(t, I) = ((iI, . . . . i,): 1 < i,, . . . . i, < 1, i,, . . . . i, are integers and 
each (ir, . . . . i,) has I distinct indices} and for any 5 E Z(t, 1), let a(<) = the 
number of indices in 5 appearing only once. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let 4 he a bounded function on I’, I= [0, 11”. Then there 
exists a constant c,, (depending only on t) such that 
I 1 
E 4(x1 > ...y Xt) fi d(Gn- G)(Xi) 
r=l 
<c,, ,$, n-‘+’ 1 
<EZ(Ll) 
n~ccuce)+1)‘21 j [++$x~)[ dF(x,)...dF(x,), 
where [o] is the largest integer not exceeding v. 
Let B,, be the vector of (k + d) B-splines of the first coordinate of 
x E [0, 1 ] p; i.e., B,, is the vector of (k + d) B-splines of [0, 11. Then using 
property (viii) on page 155 of deBoor [4] and Lemma 5.1 of Burman [2], 
we get the result given below, 
LEMMA 6.2. There exists 0~ c,~ < c,~ such that for any UE Rk+d, 
cl&-’ ll~11~ <s (U'&&))2 dG(x) < c,,k-’ IIul12. 
Proof of Lemma 4.3. Follows quite easily by noting that A, A,, and 1, 
are convex functions (because of Condition l),f* is bounded, and by using 
Lemma 4.10 and the property (viii) from page 155 of deBoor [4]. 
Proof of Lemma 4.4. (a) For any u E Rlk, jlull = 1 ( tk = pk + pd), 
u’{/B,B;dG}u=j(u’B,)‘dG=O(I;l); (6.2) 
because of Lemma 6.2 and the fact that the density of G is bounded. 
(b) Let us note that it is enough to prove that 
6) 
iv 
BkiBiid(G” - G) 
/I 
= Op(lZ, “‘Snk), i= 1 3 . . . . P (6.3) 
(ii) B,,B&d(G, - G) 
/I 
= op(~;“*&&), 1 <i#j<p, (6.4) 
where Bki is the 
XE [O, 11”. 
To prove (i) let 
II r 
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vector of (k+d) B-splines for the ith coordinate of 
us note that 
IIJ BkiBiid(G, - G) d II B/c,, &i,$(G, - G) . (6.5) 
Let us first note that Bki,, Bkir2 = 0 for It, - tZI > A4 some M> 0. Since 
Var(B,,,,(X)B,,,,(X)) = O(k-‘), Lemma 4.1 gives us 1s Bkir, BkilZd(Gn - G)l 
= o,(l; 1’28i) for (t, - t,l d M and this proves the desired result. 
Now let us prove (ii). We will show that 111 BklB62d(G,- G)li = 
o,(~~‘/~~,,). Let R,,(x,, ~2) = C:=‘; Bd~~)&,r(xdr &2(x,, ~2) = 
CfZ: Bk2,(xl)Bk2,(x2). Let Ak = l BklBb24G, - G), ALA, = s &,(x,) 
B;,(xz)R,,(x,, x2) nf=, d(G, - G)(x,). Let us note that 
IlA,l12”~Trace((A;A,)“)=~R,,(x,, x2) i &2h--I, xzt) 
1=I 
s-l 
x n &,(x2,, x2r+ 1 1 fi 4Gn - G)(x,) 
I==1 I=1 
=j Rk(x) fi d(G, - G)(x,), say. 
r=1 
We will take s> (26))‘. Using Lemma 6.1, 
2s 
R/c(x) n d(G,-G)(x,) 1=I 
n-C’“‘r)+‘)‘23 IRk( dG(x,)..+dG(x,). 
e E Z(2.7, I) I 
A simple calculation will show that for 4 E Z(2.q I), j IRk( dG(x,) . . 
dG(x,) < c,3k -I. 
For I > s, a(t) > 21- 2s. Since sup, G Kn k/n = 0( 1 ), we obtain 
&(x) fi d(G,-Wx,) 
I4 
Now, P[s~p,~~,1:‘~6,’ llAkll >E] QE-~~C~~~~A;S,~~“E llAki122. Since 
6,, > (1, log n)‘/&, the last term is 0( 1 )(log n) p2sd &< K, IZ;2sb = o( 1) 
and hence the proof. 
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(c) Follows easily from (a) and (b). 
(d) Note that IIf tikv+b dGIl G II~,All II j &A 41 = W,‘). 
Because of part (a) and the fact that u’{j I++~$; dG}u=s (u’I+~~)~ dG > 
cr 1 (u’$~)~ dp, ~1 is the lebesgue measure on [0, 11”. 
(e) Follows from part (b) by noting that IIs t+bk$;d(G,--G)jl < 
IWdTA IIj&WW, - G)ll. 
Proof of Lemma 4.5. (a) First note that 
I/~,,(Sk + h) - ~*b/c + h)ll 6 Il~,nhc + h) - ~,,(%)ll 
+ lI~2&)-~2(Q)ll + Il~2hJ-~2(3,+~N 
Let ur, u2cRlk, fk=kp+kd, /IurJI = IIuJ = 1. Then 
Iu;v2n(sk + h) - ~2&k)b421 
(6.6) 
= II Cw2(W), sk(x) +W)) 
- w2b(xL ~k(x))l(~~~~(x))(~;~k(x)) dG,(x) 
Since sup, Iw,(mb), ~dx) + h(x)) - w,(m(x), &))I 6 0(1)~,&‘~6,~, the 
last line is bounded above by 0(1)~,1~‘~6,, IIf B,B; dG,lI = O(1) 
&,12y8”kOp(A;‘) = Op(A;‘12Snk). 
A similar argument shows that the third term in (6.6) is o,(A;‘/~~,~). 
A proof similar to that of part (c) of Lemma 4.4 shows that the second 
term in (6.6) is 0P(I,;1’28nk). 
(b) Let us first note that 
II~*nh + A) - A,,b, + h)l! 
d II~2nbk + h) - ~*,b/c)ll + II~2n(Sk) - ~2hJl 
+ IIn,, - A,“(% + h)ll. 
Arguing the same way as in part (a) we can show that each of the terms 
above is o,(,I; 1’2bnk). 
(c) Iln2(sk + h) - A2(sk)l( = o,(l;“*6,,) and this shows the eigen- 
values of /i2(sk+h), he A,, are O,(,I;‘). The other parts are similarly 
proved. 
Proof of Lemma 4.6. (a) Since (//i,(s, + h) - n,(s,)ll = o~(~;~‘~c?~~) 
and llDkll = O(l), it follows easily that II U(s, + h) - U(s,)l( = 0(12:‘~6,,). 
The other results of this part are similarly proved. 
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(b) Let us first note that 
+ II W,) - w, + h)ll. (6.7) 
By part (a), the first and third terms in (6.7) are 0,(3,i’~S,~). Since 
IVZ”(S/c + h) - ~2cb)ll = OJG 1’2&lk)Y a simple calculation will show that 
(I U,(s,) - U(s,)ll = 0,(3Li’~6,~). The other results are similarly proved. 
(c) Note that I( U(s, + h) - U(s,))l = 0,(i~‘*6,,~). Since 12,$‘26,k = O(l), 
this proves the result for U(s, + h). The other results are similarly proved. 
We will use the following lemma, the proof of which is postponed to the 
very end of this section. 
LEMMA 6.3. Let u be a function on R’ + R’. Let ~(0,) = 0 and u(t?,) = E. 
Let Du denote the positive definite matrix derivative of u. Let us also assume 
that for ll0-8,11 d ll0,-0,(( + [l(D~(tl,))~‘~((, all the eigenvalues of Du(0) 
are between p1 and ,u2 (0 <pl < ,u2). Then e1 - t& = (Du(tl,))-‘e + r, where 
llrll <:ruF2 I/~11 sup{llDu(8,-t(Du(B,))-‘~)-Du(8,)ll:Odt6 I}. 
Proof of Lemma 4.7. Let s = B’$k for 0E Rik. Let us denote 
40) = D,J,(s), de) = DJ,,( ) s , and 72,(e) = D;!,,(s)). Let us recall that 
x(0,) = x,(0,) = 72,(dk) = 0. The proof of part (a) is simple. 
(b)(i) In order to use Lemma 6.3, let 8, = Bk, 8, = 8,, 71, = -U, then 
E = -q,(e,) + rc(e,), on,(e) = - DJ,,(s)D;. Because of Lemma 4.3 and 
4.4(e), and Condition 4, all the conditions of Lemma 6.3 are satisfied with 
PI = d,‘, c,~ > 0. Lemma 6.3 tells us 
ok - 8, = (Dk~Zn(Sk)D;)-‘Dk/Iln(Sk) + r. 
Multiplying both sides by Db we get, Bk - Bk = U,(s,)Aln(sk) + r,,(k). By 
(6.2) and Lemma 4.6(c) we get ((~11 = op(dnk), Il(Du(e,))-‘[I = O,(&), and 
hence II(D~(~,))-‘EI~ = oJ&~~~) and so, by Lemma 4.5(a), 
SUP IIm(e, - @@,))-‘4) -we,)II =+Lk). 
0<1<1 
This shows Ijrl,(k)ll = o,,(A:‘~S~,). 
(ii) can be similarly proved. 
(c) Follows easily from part (a) and Lemma 4.6(c). 
(d) The proof follows from arguments similar to those in part (b). 
Proof of Lemma 4.8. Let us note that dkj (j= 1, . . . . n) is the solution of 
683.‘32/2-7 
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Ci+jW,(yj, Bij$(xi))$k(xi)=o, or, n -’ X1=1 wl(yi, ekj$k(xi))ll/k(xi)= 
n-lwl( Yj, Bij$k(xj))$k(xj); ek is the solution of n-’ Cy=r w,( Yi, 
&&k(XNMK) = 0. 
Noting that max { ( Yjl: j= 1, . . . . n> = o,((log n)“‘+‘), the result follows 
by the use of Lemma 6.3 (uniformly in j = 1, . . . . n) by taking 
i= I 
&= -np’wl( yj? e$$k(xj))ll/k(xj), 
$0 = Ok, 8, = dkj. 
(b) Follows easily by using Lemma (6.3) twice. 
Proof of Lemma 4.9. (a) Since sk #f for any k, then there exists a 
k,6 K, such that inf{n IIs,--f*I\i: kdk,} + co. Using (5.1), we have 
(b) Let max{nV,(k): kg K,} =nV,,(k*). Because of part (a), 
k* -+p 00. So, Ck~K,(nV,(k))-2=C,.,.+C,.,,.,“. The first term is 
O(l)k*/A,* -,’ 0 and the second term is 0( 1) Ck, k* I; ’ -+ 0. 
Proof of Lemma 4.10. Part (b) is proved the same way as part (a) (see 
Stone [ 161). 
Proof of Lemma 6.3. The proof is quite simple and so we will skip the 
proof. 
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